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Results Conclusion Figure 2. Binding of scFv b12 variants to recombinant gp120Bal in eLISA. three-fold serially diluted recombinant scFvs were added to microwell plates coated with 1 µg/mL gp120Bal. Bound scFvs were revealed by detecting FLAG tag. ger, germline; mat, mature. Started with the bnAb b12 as a prototype and generated six "chimeric" scFv b12 variants by sequentially replacing the heavy chain V-segment (HV), D(J)-segment [HD(J)], and the light chain variable region (VL) in b12 germline-like predecessor with the mature counterparts (Figure 1. B) . Tested the scFv variants for binding and neutralizing activities in ELISA and pseudovirus assays.
• A point mutation in germline heavy chain D-segment from "Y" to "D" converted nonbinding germline-like b12 to an Env-binding antibody (Figure 2 , 3 & Table 1 ).
• Replacement with either mature HV or mature VL also made the germline-like b12 bind to Env, but none of single segment replacements conferred neutralization ability to the germline antibody ( Figure 2 & Table 1 ).
• Mature VL in combination with mature HD(J), or mature HV, or both conferred increasing neutralization activity to the germline antibody (Table  1) .
• Hybrid scFv, mature VH / germline VL, did not neutralize the virus (Table  1) .
• During antibody maturation, less mutation, as low as one single nucleotide change, may be needed to turn a non-binding germline-like predecessor of bnAbs into a binding antibody intermediate to HIV-1 Env, which may further mature to bnAbs upon HIV-1 infection or vaccination.
• Somatic maturation in HV-, HD(J)-segments and VL of germline-like b12 additively contributed to the binding of b12 to Envs. Although b12 light chain did not make contact with gp120 core in the co-crystal structure, mature b12 VL was required for "chimeric" b12 variants to neutralize the virus.
• These results may have implications for vaccine development.
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